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METHODS & DESIGNS

Empirically derived probabilities for
grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences

in English

RITA SLOAN BERNDT, JAMES A. REGGIA, and CHARLOTTE C. MITCHUM
University of Maryland Medical School, Baltimore, Maryland

Prior probabilities of graphemes and conditional probabilities for their pronunciation as specific
phonemes are given based on a corpus of 17,310 English words. Phonemes are as given in recent
editions of Websters NewCollegiate Dictionary, with minor revisions; graphemes are defined as let
ters or letter clusters corresponding to single phonemes. Grapheme-phoneme probabilities were
derived from a revised table of frequency of occurrence ofphoneme-to-grapheme correspondences
generated in a study of spelling regularities (P. R. Hanna, J. S. Hanna, Hodges, & Rudorf, 1966).
This quantitative descriptive information provides an index ofthe strength ofparticular grapheme
phoneme associations in English. Suggestions are made for the utilization of these probabilities
as estimates of spelling/sound predictability in reading research.

The processes by which readers of a languageassign
speechsounds to print whilereadingaloudare of interest
to a wide range of researchers. Traditionally part of the
domain of educators and other specialists concerned with
the acquisition of literacy, the topic has recently gained
attention from cognitive psychologists who focus on the
processes oflexicalaccess andidentification (e.g., Seiden
berg, Waters, Barnes,& Tanenhaus, 1984),from neuro
psychologists interestedin patterns of breakdown in the
reading process of formerly literate adults (Coltheart,
1985),and from computer scientists concernedwith the
development of automatic systemsfor the pronunciation
of print (Allen, 1980).

Researchers have not determined the extent to which
reading aloud is based on rule-governed, print-to-sound
translation procedures or is accomplished by direct con
sultation of a mental lexicon in which word pronuncia
tions are listed. In experimental attempts to study this
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issue, researchers (e.g., Parkin, 1982) frequently manipu
late the orthographic regularity of stimulus words, that
is, theextentto which their pronunciations canbe derived
by print-to-sound correspondence rules. Otherresearchers
have manipulated the size of the print segment to be
mapped to sound andhavefocused on theconsistency with
whichsublexical segments are pronounced in real words
(Patterson & Morton, 1985; Seidenberg et al., 1984).
Although several attempts have been made to character
ize the regularities found in print-to-sound mapping (e.g.,
Venezky, 1970), no comprehensive setof translation rules
exists in English. Moreover, objective information is lack
ing on the extent of association between specific letters
(and letter clusters) and their pronunciations in words.

The present study provides a quantitative description
of the print-to-sound correspondences thatoccurin a large
corpus of English words. As part of the development of
a connectionist model of theoral reading process (seeReg
gia & Berndt, 1986), probabilities were derived for the
correspondences betweenindividual graphemes (i.e., let
ters or letter clusterscorresponding to a singlephoneme)
and their phonemic realizations. These probabilities are
context independent; that is, they do not systematically
reflect the word-specific morphological, syllabic, and
suprasegmental information that has beenargued to con
stitute an important aspect of the rules that are used to
map from print to sound (Henderson, 1985; Venezky,
1970).Thus, the probabilities providea conservative es
timate of the extent to whichparticular letters and letter
clusters are pronounced as particular phonemes in
English, but they provideno information about the rules
responsible for the derivationof these correspondences.

Copyright 1987 Psychonomic Society, Inc.
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THE PHONEME-TO-GRAPHEME CORPUS

In 1966, the Office of Educationof the United States
Department of Health, Education, and Welfarepublished
an analysisof phoneme-to-grapheme correspondences in
a corpus of 17,310 words (P. R. Hanna, J. S. Hanna,
Hodges, & Rudorf, 1966).1 The goal of this massive
undertaking wasto determine theextentto which the spell
ing of words in English is derivable from their pronuncia
tions. Graphemes were definedas lettersor letterclusters
corresponding to a single phoneme. Hence there was a
mandated one-to-one correspondence between graphemes
and phonemes in words. Phonemic realizations for words
were obtained from Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary
(1961, 6th edition)and modifiedas notedbelow. A com
puter program wasdevelopedto search the printed spell
ing of each word to determine the frequency with which
each phoneme was represented by a particulargraphemic
option in the corpus. This procedure generated several
large tables of frequencies of occurrence of specific
phoneme-to-grapheme correspondences and even larger
appendices listingthe words in whichparticularspellings
were found. This exerciseled to the conclusion that spell
ing is predictable from pronunciation approximately 80%
of the time, under certain conditions.

Although it does not appear that this study was ever
put to the educational purposesfor whichit was intended,
it has generatedconsiderableinterest among researchers
(e.g., Goodman& Caramazza, 1986) studyingacquired
disorders of spelling. However, its utility for those in
terested in reading has been limited by the fact that the
correspondences were generated to predict spelling. The
probability that a particular grapheme is pronouncedas
a particular phoneme is not directly retrievable from in
formation concerning the frequency with whicha particu
lar phonemeis spelledas a particular grapheme. For ex
ample, although the phoneme \:l\ is only rarely
(probability = .15) spelled AU (as in auction), the
graphemic option AU is almost always (p = .95)
pronounced \:l\. The purpose of this study is to provide
probabilityestimates for the pronunciation of particular
graphemes. This wasaccomplished by generating reverse
probabilities for a revised set of the frequencies of oc
currence listed by P. R. Hanna et al. (1966; this study
is hereinafter referred to as HHH&R).

REVISIONS TO THE HHH&R CORPUS

The grapheme-to-phoneme probabilities were computed
on the basis of Tables 17 (vowels) and 18 (consonants)
from HHH&R, which list the number and percentageof
occurrencesof phoneme-to-grapheme associations by the
position of thephoneme in syllables (initial, medial, final).
For the presentstudy, the position-within-syllable distinc
tion was not used, since informationabout syllabicstruc
ture cannot be presumed to be contained in a word's

graphemic shape prior to the assignment of a
pronunciation.

Revisions Related to Pronunciation
Several modifications were made to the phoneme-to

grapheme listings contained in Tables 17 and 18 of
HHH&R to bring the pronunciations contained in the
corpus in line with contemporary usage. Webster's New
Collegiate Dictionary (6th edition), which was the basis
for the pronunciations generatedfor the HHH&Rcorpus,
contained severalphonemic distinctions, as well as some
word pronunciations, that were changed in the 7th (first
published in 1963) and subsequent editions. The most im
portant among these changes is the reduction of vowel
phonemesfrom 33 in the 6th edition to 28 in the 7th and
latereditions. Although HHH&R regrouped the 33vowels
in the 6th editionto a more manageable 22, they retained
4 vowels (all used before the phoneme Ir/) that have not
beendistinguished in recenteditions. In addition, the pho
nemicdistinctions carried by these rhotacized vowelsare
notalways apparent, at leastto theear of thecontemporary
speaker of Eastern American English. For example, the
initialvowels in the words or and also were classifiedas
the same phoneme, whereas the vowelsof chiefandpier
were distinguished.f In the present study, 17 vowels are
used, based on those used in Webster's New Collegiate
Dictionary (1981, 8th edition)." Appendix A presents a
completelisting of the phonemesused in this study, their
equivalents in Webster's, in HHH&R, and in the Interna
tional Phonetic Alphabet with an example word."

As shown in Appendix A, several "phonemes" used
by HHH&R(and includedin the present study) are actu
allycompounds of twophonemes (e.g., Iks/, /kw/). These
are not listed as individual phonemes in the 8th edition
of Webster's, but are necessary to maintaina one-to-one
correspondence betweengraphemes and phonemes (e.g.,
X-.ks; U-'yu). S Suchrepresentation by combining pho
nemes is consistentwith the methodused in the Interna
tional Phonetic Alphabet to express single phonemes
withoutdictionary representations (e.g., 1~1I in puddle).

A secondsignificant change to the HHH&Rcorpus that
occurredas a result of changesin recenteditionsof Web
ster's involved the phonemic expression of terminal Y,
EY, and IE, as in the words baby, money, and movie.
The 6th edition assigns a short-i pronunciation to the
fmal vowel, (e.g., ba'bi), possibly to convey reduced
stress. Subsequent editions, and current usage, assign a
long-e pronunciation (e.g., ba'be). Consequently,
HHH&R found a high frequency of correspondencebe
tween the phoneme 'ih' and the graphemes Y (1,647 oc
currences), EY (40), and IE (16) in syllable-final posi
tion that wouldnot be reflected in the current dictionary.
Adjustment was made by decreasing the ih-rY, IE, EY
correspondences by the numberof-times the former cor
respondences were found in the spellingcorpus (Appen
dix E, HHH&R), and increasing the figures for cor-
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respondence betweenthosejraphemes and the phoneme
'ee' by the same amounts.

Problems with the Letter X
Theletter X is typically pronounced as two phonemes:

/kF./ or (less frequently) /gz/. This fact was recognized
by HHH&R, and /kF./ was included as a phonemic op
tion, whereas /gz/ was not. It appears that words with
X-+gz were includedin the HHH&R corpus separately
as X-+g and X-+z. The same words are included in
Appendix E of HHH&Ras examplesof each correspon
dence. In addition, the associations X-+k and X....s are
included in addition to X....ks, andthe assignment of these
correspondences is based presumably on syllabic consider
ations. For example,flex is segmented as X-+ks, while
flaxen is segmented X-+k, X-+s. In order to simplify this
complex and rather inconsistent set of correspondences,
we deleted the associations X....g, X-+z, X-+k, andX....s
and created two larger sets of associations: X....gz and
X-+kF.. 7

TESTING THE IDIH&R CORRESPONDENCES

We tested the HHH&R correspondences against a
corpus of words in an effort to determine the degree of
difficulty involved in (l) forcing graphemes andphonemes
into a one-to-one correspondence, and (2) providing
pronunciations for irregularly spelled words. TheToronto
WordPool(Friendly, Franklin, Hoffman, & Rubin, 1982)
was chosenas the test corpus because it contains a rela
tivelylarge (1,080)set of two-syllable wordswitha wide
range of frequencies, not preselected on the basis of or
thographic structure. Words were first converted into
keyboard-compatible phonemic equivalents of the pronun
ciationsfound for each word in Webster:Y New Collegi
ate Dictionary (8th edition). If there was more than one
dictionary entry, the following rules applied:

1. Only onepronunciation was used unlessthe al
ternatepronunciation changedthe word's grammati
cal class (e.g., abuse). In the latter condition, both
pronunciations were represented separately.

2. For alternatepronunciations thatdid notchange
the word class, the first entry was used. In six in
stances,the secondary dictionary pronunciation was
chosento maintain a one-to-one correspondence be
tween graphemes and phonemes. This was usually
necessary whenthe preferredpronunciation required
a silentletter(e.g., boundary, several) andthe secon
darypronunciation allowed thesounding of thatletter.

Syllable divisions were consistent with the entry in the
dictionary, except when the syllabledivisions occurred
within a phoneme. In these cases, the divided phoneme
was recombined before the syllable markers to maintain
the one-to-one correspondence between graphemes and
phonemes in wordscontaining thegrapheme X. Thisdevi
ation from the dictionary entry was necessary in 11%of
entries.

Once the phonemes were determined for each word,
the printed word was segmented into graphemes so that
a singlephoneme coresponded to a singlegrapheme. With
thechanges made to HHH&R discussed above, it waspos
sibleto expressthegreatmajority of wordsin theToronto
Word Pool without difficulty using the HHH&R cor
respondences." This exerciseconvinced us that although
some of the graphemic optionsused by HHH&Rappear
arbitrary,thecorrespondences themselves canaccount for
the pronunciation of a wide sample of words.

Computing the Reverse Probabilities
for Print-to-Sound Mapping

In order to apply the extensivecorrespondences avail
able from the HHH&Rstudyto an investigation of read
ing, we had to calculate the reverse probabilities with
whichparticular graphemes are realized as particular pho
nemes (unavailable in HHH&R). For each individual
grapheme g, we identified all correspondences between
any phoneme p and g. Adding the frequencies of all of
of these correspondences gave the total frequency of
grapheme g. Dividing the frequency of eachof thesecor
respondences by the total frequency of g gavean estimate
of the desiredreverseprobabilities, p(plg). Dividing the
total frequency of g by the total number of occurrences
of all graphemes gave an estimateof the prior probabil
ity of g, P(g). The resulting probabilities are givenin Ap
pendix B.

All calculations were derived from a computer file of
databasedon Tables17and 18ofHHH&R. To minimize
the possibility of errors, these calculations were done by
a computerprogramwrittenspecifically for thispurpose.
Furthermore, in addition to multiple manual checks, a
"parsing" program that used a wealth of redundant in
formation in the data file wasused to identify data errors
automatically. For example, the parser checkedthat the
total frequency for any phonemeequaledthe sum of the
frequencies of all correspondences in which that phoneme
participated. The parser uncoveredseveral minor arith
metic errors in Tables 17 and 18 of HHH&R.

It shouldbe noted that the overall frequency of occur
rence of a particular phoneme, which is used as a basis
for calculating theseprobabilities, represents the number
of times a word in the HHH&R corpus contained each
phoneme. That is, it does not represent the overall pho
nemefrequency in the language because it is notweighted
to reflectthe frequency of occurrence of individual words
in the language. For example, the phoneme 'th+' has a
relatively lowoverall frequency of occurrence in thisstudy
since it occurred in only 149uniquewords. Yet because
the frequency of occurrence in the languageof many of
these words (e.g., the, there) is high, the real frequency
of the phoneme 'th+' (and hence of its corresponding
graphemeTH) is muchhigher thanestimated in terms of
howoftenparticularcorrespondences are encountered by
people reading text. Since someapplications of these prob
abilities (e.g., education, neuropsychology) might want
to consider the importance of these different aspects of
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frequency of occurrence, wecomputed the correlation be
tween the frequency of occurrence of each phoneme in
the HHH&Rcorpus and the general frequency of occur
rence of phonemes in the language.The secondmeasure
wasobtained from Denes(1963), whotabulated phoneme
frequency from a spoken corpus of 23,052 words from
conv~rsational andnarrative speech samples. Appendix C
containsthe rank order of phonemes from our modifica
tion of the HHH&R corpus, together with the ranks ob
tained by Denes. Severalof our "combined" phonemes
were not includedin the Denes corpus and are excluded
from the ranking. The Spearmanrank-order correlation
between the two was .65 (p < .05), indicating moder
ate Positive correlation between the frequency of pho
nemesin individual words and the frequency withwhich
phonemes occur in spokenlanguage. The phonemes that
contributemost to loweringthis correlation (e.g., 'th+',
'w') can be seen in Appendix B.

DISCUSSION

The probabilities containedin Appendix B provide an
estimate of grapheme-phoneme associations as they oc
cur in a corpusof real words. Theycan be used in a vari
ety of ways to motivate the selectionof stimulus words
and the construction of pseudowords for use in experi
mentson reading.One metricbasedon theseassociations
that could be used to expressthe overallpredictability of
a word's pronunciation is the averageof the ratio of each
probability p(plg) and the mostprobablecorrespondence
for thatcombination. Let pt = the probability of the most
frequent correspondence for a grapheme g (e.g.,
!'t. = .54). Assumethat a printed word "s..gs.. .g.."
IS spokenas phonemes "Ph P2 ... P.." . An overall metric
of predictability could be computed as

m = ~ E P(Pilgi) .
n i=1 P:i

For example, the metric of predictability for the word
tap would be calculated as follows:

T -+ t (p(tln = .97, P: = .97)
A -+ ae (P(reIA) = .54, Pt = .54)
P -+ p (p(plp) = 1.00, P: = 1.00)

1 (.97 .54 1.0 )
m ="3 .97 + .54 + TO

= 1.0

That is, the pronunciation of the word tap is highlypre
dictable from its spelling. The same metric for the word
who would be calculated:

WU -+ h(p(hIWU)=.152, P~ = .847)

0-+ oo(p(ooIO) =.006, P~ = .314)

1 (.152 .006)
m = T .847 + .314

= .09

The pronunciation of the word whois quiteunpredictable
from its spelling.

For some.applications of thesedata, it mightbe impor
tant to consider the overall probability of occurrence of
the graphemes in a word when computing a metric of
p~edictabili~. For example, the pronunciation of calf is
highlypredictable (m = 1.0) using the metricpresented
above. Yetbecause the grapheme LF occursinfrequently
(p = .00008),the correspondence LF-+f, thougha con
sistent pronunciation for thatgrapheme, maynotbe easily
learned by beginning readers or well retained by adults
wi~ reading ~sor?~rs. There are a variety of ways in
which thepredictability metric couldbe weighted to reflect
the probability of occurrence of the graphemes that make
up a word.

Muchrecentresearchon the question of print-to-sound
ma~ping has divided words into sets that are regu
lar/irregular and/or consistent/inconsistent. The latter
dichotomy is intended to express the actual occurrence
of print-to-sound associations in words, independent of
~hether ~r not a word is said to have a regular spelling
(i.e., denvable by rule). For example, the word seen is
said to be regular but inconsistent, since there are other
wordswith the same three-letterending(e.g., been) that
are pronounced differently (Glushko, 1979).In contrast
seed is said to be regular and consistent, since all words
ending in "eed" are pronounced like seed. It is argued
that inconsistent wordsrequire moreprocessing time than
do consistent wordsbecause of interfering activation from
similarly spelled words withdifferent pronunciations. This
characterization of pronunciation consistency rests on a
concept of word segments that is somewhat unclear.
Would the sharing of the initial three letters rather than
the final three causecomparable interference(seePatter
son & Morton, 1985)?

The probabilities contained in Appendix B provide an
alternateway of lookingat this question, whileavoiding
the problem of specifying these supragraphemic but
sublexical segments. Information about inconsistency of
grapheme-phoneme correspondences obtainedfrom Ap
pendix B can be used to supplement these divisions of
words intoconsistent and inconsistent groups. For exam
ple, Seidenberg et al. (1984) constructed pairs of one
syllablewords withthe samethree-letterendings,one of
whichhas an exceptional pronunciation, and the other of
which is regular but inconsistent by virtue of the exis
tenceof theexceptional memberof the pair. Focusing on
the vowelsof these words rather than on the final three
letters, one can see that some of the inconsistent words
are more inconsistent than others. Independent of the ter
minal letter of the word pair, the vowel of the inconsis
tent word braid, for example, is likely to be pronounced
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'ay' (p = .734) and that of its matchedexceptionword
plaid is quiteunlikely to be pronounced 'ae' (p = .(03).
Other pairs show different patterns. The pronunciation
of the vowel of the regular inconsistent word pool
(p = .570) is only marginally more probablethan is the
pronunciation of its matched exception wool(p = .376).
It is not yet known to what extent these considerations
mightprove to be important in subjects' performanceof
reading-related tasks, but the availability of these proba
bilities provides a means for evaluating empirically the
role of grapheme-phoneme consistency in studies of word
segment consistency.

The usefulness of these probabilitieswill be limited to
cases for which context-freeestimatesof association are
required. Manydifficult and important context-dependent
questions about how reading is accomplished have been
specifically avoided here, the most important of which
is the actual segmentation of printed words into units to
which a pronunciation can be assigned. Clearly, other
divisions of printedwordsthan thoseemployed herewould
haveresulted in a different setof correspondences. In fact,
many alternate possibilities are suggested by the proba
bilities generated in Appendix B. For example, graphemic
options with low prior probability (e.g., CHT-+t,
p = .00001)occur in very few words and shouldproba
bly not be thoughtof as meaningful sublexical segments
at all, butas word-specific orthographic anomalies. Many
of the graphemes involving a silent member might be
productively thought of in this way. In fact, the entire
treatmentof silentlettersby HHH&R, as reflectedin Ap
pendix B, might be handled differently if the goal is to
describe segmentsthat readers actually use. Graphemes
combining vowels with silent E (e.g., A-E, U-E, I-E),
originally intended to be limitedto cases in whichthe two
vowelswere separatedby only one consonantgrapheme
(HHH&R, p. 33), wereultimately used in wordsin which
more than one consonant grapheme separated the two
vowels (e.g., orange, advance). Thisusageprevented any
systematic assumption of a vowel-lengthening function for
final silent E, and also obviatedthe need for other com
binationgraphemesinvolving silent E (e.g., GE and CE
in the last examples). These latter possibilities (not in
cluded among the HHH&R options) would seem to be
reasonable candidates for the type of rule-governedseg
ments that readersmightactually use to assignpronuncia
tions to print.

The set of probabilities of association provided in this
paper may serve as a point of departure for the develop
mentof theseand other aspectsof alternativesystemsfor
investigating the translation of print-to sound.
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NOTES

I. Reprints of thisstudyare available at reproduction cost fromERIC
(Educational Resources Information Center), Washington, DC 20208.

2. It shouldbe notedthat the problemof r-influenced vowelshasnot
been solvedby our modification of the HHH&Rphonemes. Although
recent editionsof Webstersdo not have a separatesymbolfor vowels
precedingIrl, manydictionaryentries contain(M) betweenthe vowel
and Irl to expressthe influenceof Itt, We consideredthis parenthetical
schwato be a secondary pronunciation option; thus we excludedit to
maintain consistency of interpretation acrossphonemes withparentheti
cal elements. Nonetheless, someof the pronunciations produced by this
set of limited possibilities appeared to distort the influence of the Irl
(e.g., force ..... fors),

3. We excludedfive non-English phonemes (e.g., French [00] and
German [ue]), two stress distinctions (':lr; 'e), a phonemedistinction
not includedin Webster's 6th editionbut added in later editions (yil as
injUry), and a dialectalvariant not realized in Eastern AmericanEn
glish (Iill for father to differentiate it from bother).

4. Throughoutthis paper, phonemes are expressedin lowercase in
thekeyboard-rompatible phonemic symbol of Appendix A (when embed
ded in text, theseare shownin singlequotationmarks). Graphemes are
expressed in uppercase letters. Wholewordsare italicized. Symbols from
the International PhoneticAlphabetare boundedby slashes.

5. The maintenance of a one-to-one correspondence between
graphemes and phonemes is requiredby the definition ofgrapheme used
in the HHH&R study: graphemes are definedas segments of charac
ters that correspond to singlephonemes. Otherconceptsof the theoreti-
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calentity grapheme donotimply such correspondence (see Henderson, what
1985, fordiscussion). The question of how readers of a language seg- y y y Ijl let
ment a character string into units thatmaponto phonemes is an impor- z z Z Izl ~one

tantempirical question that is not addressed in thispaper. ch tch CH Itfl chin
6. Two additional changes were made for thesame reason, each of ks KS Iksl o~which occurred in only oneword of thecorpus. The correspondence

'ih' -+ AY (yesterday) was changed to 'ay' -+ AY; 'ih' -+ EA(guinea) gz Igzl e~st

was changed to 'ee' -+ EAtoconform to Webster~ (8th edition) pronun- kw KW /kwl quit
ciations ofthosewords. Oneadditional grapheme (LN) was deleted from :lJ. ul Ll III puddl~

thecorpus altogether, as it hadapparently been included erroneously am urn MI 1rp.1 chasm
(i.e., LN -+ nt, as in /din). an un Nt IT).I pardon

7. Although this solution appeared toaccount well forallofthewords I] ng NG II]I s~
inHHH&R's Appendix E thatcontained X, there areother words that sh sh SH IfI she
may require X -+ k (e.g., except). An additional set of divided cor- th th- Tl 191 thin
respondences with X (X -+ k; X -+ sh, as in luxury)wasalsodeleted. th th+ 1'2 I~I thenSince only three words from thecorpus contained thiscorrespondence,

zh zh ZH 131 rou~it was notjudged appropriate tocreate a new phonemic category Iksh/
to cover thisoccurrence. It could also be argued that19;zlJ/ should be nl H9 bonest
added toaccount for luxurious (see Webster~, 6thedition), butwedid Note-HHH&R symbols are from Phoneme-Grapheme Cor-
notdo so. Similar problems are apparent with mappings to the com- respondences as Cues to Spelling Improvement by P. R. Hanna,
bined phoneme Ikw/, but were not as pronounced since the typical J. S. Hanna, R. E. Hodges, and E. H. Rudorf, 1966,Washing-
graphemic option involved twocharacters (QU). Nonetheless, the ra- ton, DC: U.S. Departmentof Health, Education, and Welfare.tionale forthecorrespondences chosen by HHH&R to express graphemes
Q, QU, and CQU is notalways clear.

8. Words in the Toronto Word Pool thatcould notbe pronounced Appendix B
using correspondences in HHH&R were acre, business, colonel, dis- Conditional Probabilities for Grapheme-to-Phoneme
guise, goodbye, handsome, and iron. Correspondences, with Example Words*

Appendix A Prior Conditional

Phoneme Equivalents Graphemet Probability Phoneme Probability Example

Websters Keyboard Vowels

New Compatible International A .0712 ae .542 c~b

Collegiate Phonemic HHH&R Phonetic 00- .186 canal
Dictionary Symbol Symbol Alphabet Example ay .129 gngel

Ii ay A lei ~e ah .077 w~

a ae A3 lrel ~dd aw .021 ~so

e ee E,E2 Iii bee er .021 coward
e eh E3,A2 IrJ ~nd eh .020 many
ar er ES,U2 1?1"1 father ih .0005 sp~ch

i ai I lail high A-E .0IlI ay .651 ~~

i ih 13 III bin ih .154 se~~

0 0 0 101 boat ae .121 madgme

ii ah 03,AS Ia! c~ eh .042 o~~

0 aw 05,02 I::JI s!tt ah .025 ~~

u 00 06 lui food aw .002 f~~

U u 07 lui hook 00- .002 p~~

yu yu U Ijul write AE .00005 ee .833 al~

'a 00+ U3 IA! !!P eh .166 aesthetic
oi oy 01 loll boy AH .00003 ah 1.000 dahlia

ali au OU laul out AI .0026 ay .734 ~d

a 00- a lal ~bout eh .176 ~d

b b B fbi ~t ih .053 capt@i

d d D Idl !lay 00- .031 villgin

f f F IfI fan ae .003 pl~d

g g G Igl ~ AI-E .0002 ay .818 ~d~

h h H /hi bat eh .136 millio~~

j dj J Id:J joke ai .045 !isl~

k k K Ik/ ~p AIGH .00003 ay 1.000 str~t

I I L III late AO .00001 aw 1.000 extraordinary

m m M 1m! man AU .0014 aw .948 faucet

n n N In! ~ ah .025 aunt

p p P Ipl ~n 0 .019 tIDWe
r r R Irl rat 00- .006 epaulet

s s S lsi ~ue AU-E .0001 aw .750 cau~

t t T It! two 0 .166 mauv~

v v V Ivl yan ay .083 gauge

w w W,HW Iwl wait, AUGH .0001 aw 1.000 caught
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APPENDIX B (Continued) EY-E .00006 ai 1.000 ~
I .0688 ih .716 in

AW .0006 aw 1.000 law 00- .180 civil
AW-E .()()()()1 aw 1.000 awe ai .074 find
AY .0012 ay .970 w~ er .015 aftinn

ai .022 ka.-rak y .008 senior
eh .007 ~s ee .005 slti.

AY-E .000009 ay 1.000 ~ I-E .0086 ai .589 i.~

E .0730 eh .419 ~nd ih .356 giv~

er .249 baker ee .046 ell~

ee .230 senior 00- .006 fragil~

00- .096 rebel er .001 dlr~
ay .002 cafe IA .()()()()1 uh- 1.000 parligment
ah .0006 encore IA-E .00002 ih 1.000 ~
ih .0006 pretty IE .0011 ee .492 chi£f
y .0001 azal~ ai .203 tri£d

E-E .0032 eh .321 ~~ 00- .171 anc~nt

00- .286 sci~n~ ih .101 mischi£f
ee .252 ~v~ eh .031 fri£nd
er .119 traverse IE-E .0002 ee .838 p~

ay .017 f~t~ 00- .129 pati£n~

ih .002 privilege ih .032 s~v~

EA .0047 ee .576 eat lEU .()()()()3 yu 1.000 lieu
eh .298 h~ lEW .()()()()5 yu 1.000 view
er .056 earn IGH .0008 ai 1.000 ~
ah .035 heart 0 .0550 0 .314 Q.n1y
ay .027 break 00- .269 cartQn
uh- .005 pa~t ah .261 Q.dd

EA-E .0003 ee .882 ~ aw .072 Q.ff
er .058 bearse er .053 honQ.r
eh .029 mileage 00+ .018 Q.ven
ih .029 cl~ 00 .006 whQ.

EAU .0001 0 .545 beau u .002 t.Qday
yu .454 beauty ih .0001 wQ.men

EE .0026 ee .979 ~ OO-E .0001 00 1.000 choo~

ih .020 been O-E .0043 0 .785 CQ.d~

EE-E .()()()()8 ee 1.000 ~~ 00+ .055 CQ.m~

EI .0005 ee .315 ~ing 00- .044 welCQ~

ay .245 v~in aw .044 gQ~

ih .192 forfgt ah .042 dQd~

ai .105 s~in 00 .025 IQ~

eh .105 hgfer er .002 WQ~

00- .035 sovereign OA .0012 0 .933 coat
EI-E .()()()()7 ee .750 ~iz~ aw .066 broad

ay .250 ~in~ OA-E .00002 0 1.000 ~
EIGH .0001 ay .857 eight OE .0002 0 .590 doe

ai .142 h~t ee .227 amoeba
EO .0001 uh- .666 pig~n 00 .181 canoe

eh .200 leopard OH .()()()()3 0 1.000 ohm
ee .133 people 01 .0008 oy 1.000 CQil

EOU .()()()()7 uh- 1.000 courageous OI-E .00009 oy .800 v2i~

ET .()()()()8 ay 1.000 ber~ 00- .200 tortQ...~

EU .0003 yu .717 feud 00 .0027 00 .570 boot
er .153 amateur u .376 wood
00 .102 sleuth 0 .029 door
u .025 pleurisy 00+ .023 blood

EU-E .000009 yu 1.000 d~~ OU .0064 00- .480 enonnous
EW .0005 yu .603 news au .324 out

00 .349 shrewd 00+ .042 touch
0 .047 sew 0 .041 four

EW-E .000009 yu 1.000 ewe 00 .041 you
EY .0005 ee .741 k~ u .035 could

ay .225 th~ er .031 glamour
ai .016 g~ser w .001 bivouac
eh .016 ~rie OU-E .0006 au .794 oun~
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APPENDIX B (Continued) CHT .ooon t 1.000 yacht
CI .0007 sh 1.000 social

0 .147 cour~ CK .0026 k 1.000 cracked
00 .044 rou~ CQ .00002 k 1.000 a~uiesce
er .014 scour~ CQU .00004 kw 1.000 a~uaint

OUGH .0002 aw .517 bought CS .0002 ks 1.000 ethig
0 .275 dough CT .oeooi t 1.000 indict
au .137 drought CZ •()()()()()9 z 1.000 czar
00 .068 through D .0336 d .991 gad

OW .0022 0 .502 own dj .008 ~ucate
aw .481 towel DD .0006 d 1.000 add
ah .016 knowledge DG .0004 dj 1.000 bu~et

OW-E .00002 au .666 bro~ DI .ooeoi dj 1.000 cordial
0 .333 owe DJ .0001 dj 1.000 ~ust

OY .0004 oy .972 ~ ED .0002 t 1.000 paced
ai .020 ~ote EL .0001 ul 1.000 easel

OY-E •()()()()()9 oy 1.000 gargoyle EN .0007 un 1.000 shorten
U .0267 uh+ .417 YP ES .0004 z 1.000 goes

yu .280 union F .0146 f .998 farm
uh- .102 medium v .001 of
er .080 syrvey FF .0016 f 1.000 cuff
u .068 put Ff .00002 f 1.000 often
00 .032 ttyth G .0169 g .640 s.ap
w .016 liqyid dj .351 s.em
eh .0006 byry zh .008 regime
ih .001 bysy GG .0006 g .971 eg&

U-E .0033 yu .703 y~ dj .028 exag&erate
00 .093 ryd~ GH .0001 g .555 ~ost
er .090 measure f .444 rough
uh+ .063 byd~ GI .0001 dj 1.000 re&!on
u .030 sy~ GM oo7סס. m 1.000 phle~
uh- .010 ferrule GN .0002 n 1.000 ~t
ih .008 miny~ GUE .0001 g 1.000 ro~

DE .0003 yu .627 cue H .0070 h 1.000 hot
00 .372 blue IL .()()()Q6 ul 1.000 evil

UI .0002 ih .533 bYild IN .0003 un 1.000 basjg
yu .266 smt J .0020 dj 1.000 lam
00 .200 frYit K .0055 k 1.000 keep

UI-E .ceoos 00 1.000 jm~ KH .00002 k 1.000 khaki
UO .ocoor 00 1.000 b~ant KN .0003 n 1.000 knee
UY .00002 ai 1.000 b~ L .0451 I 1.000 lad
Y .0193 ee .786 st°tI LD .ocoos d 1.000 couW

ai .100 tIPist LE .0057 ul 1.000 ab~
ih .073 mIth LF .coeos f 1.000 cal...f
y .025 ~es LK .0001 k 1.000 talk
uh- .010 eth~l LL .0045 I 1.000 all
er .002 sat}'r LM .0001 m 1.000 calm

Y-E .0002 ai .958 t}'~ LV .ocoos v 1.000 cal...Yes
ih .041 apocalypse M .0313 m .971 man

urn .028 chasm
Consonants MB .0002 m 1.000 lamb

AL .ocoos ul 1.000 m~ MM .0012 m 1.000 mummy
B .0206 b 1.000 had MN .ooon m .875 hymn
BB .0005 b 1.000 ebb n .125 mnemonics
BT .0001 t 1.000 dem N .0710 n .967 n.ap
C .0420 k .757 !<ab ng .032 bank

s .234 !<ent NG .0033 ng 1.000 length
sh .008 ocean NGUE .oeooi ng 1.000 to~

tch .0004 cello NN .00Il n 1.000 inn
CC .0007 k 1.000 occupy OL ·()()()()()9 ul 1.000 pisto]
CCH •()()()()()9 k 1.000 saccharin ON .00002 un 1.000 pardon
CE .ooeoi sh 1.000 ocean P .0304 P 1.000 ~ad

CH .0045 tch .640 chart PB •()()()()()9 b 1.000 raspberry
k .290 chorus PH .0022 f 1.000 gra~

sh .069 chef PN .00002 n 1.000 ~eumonia
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APPENDIX B (Continued) Appendix C
Rank Orders of Phoneme Occurrences in Word Corpus

PP .0014 P 1.000 ap}!le and in Spoken Language
PS .0001 s 1.000 ~alm Rank of Occurrence Rank of Occurrence
PT .ooon t 1.000 receipt in in Spoken
Q .0001 k 1.000 liguid Phoneme 17,32G-Word Corpus* 23,052-Word Narration]
QU .0020 lew .876 9!!ilt 1 12

k .123 bouquet
r

R .0841 r 1.000 rap 2 2

RH .0001 r 1.000 rhyme n 3 4

RR .0019 r 1.000 purr s 4 5
S .0488 s .868 £it ih 5 3

z .120 design 00- 6 1
zh .006 usual I 7 7
sh .003 sugar k 8 10

SC .0008 s .865 scene ee 9 30
sh .067 crescendo ae 10 24
z .033 discern

eh 11 22k .033 viscount
SCH .cocos s .500 schism d 12 6

sh .500 schwa m 13 8

SCI .00004 sh 1.000 conscious P 14 17
SH .0036 sh 1.000 ship er 15 34
SI .0008 zh .568 fusion 0 16 18

sh .431 pension b 17 15
SL .00004 I 1.000 igand ay 18 25
SS .0042 s .952 bo£§. ah 19 29

z .028 dessert f 20 19
sh .019 pre£§.ure

sh 21 33SSI .0004 sh 1.000 mission
ST .0003 s 1.000 listen v 22 16

SW .oeooa s 1.000 sword ai 23 11

T .0713 t .973 tab uh+ 24 21
tch .022 culture g 25 28
sh .003 initiate z 26 14

TCH .0005 tch 1.000 watch dj 27 36
TG .000009 g 1.000 mo~age aw 28 39
TH .0051 th- .732 thaw h 29 20

th+ .265 the w 30 13
t .001 thYme 31 27TI .0076 sh .983 action

ng

tch .015 question tch 32 37

zh .001 equation 00 33 26
TT .0019 t 1.000 pun th- 34 35
TW .00002 t 1.000 two au 35 31
V .0136 v 1.000 yat u 36 32
W .0053 w 1.000 ':!!...e oy 37 38
WH .0009 w .847 what th+ 38 9

h .152 who Y 39 23
WR .0004 r 1.000 wrap zh 40 40
X .0033 ks .885 o~

gz .114 exist *Phoneme-Grapheme Correspondences as Cues to Spelling Im-

Z .0021 z .996 ~oo
provement by P. R. Hanna, J. S. Hanna, R. E. Hodges, and

s .025 wal~ E. H. Rudorf, 1966, Washington, DC: U.S. Department of

zh .008 azure Health, Education, and Welfare. tData from "00 the Statis-

ZZ .0002 z 1.000 b~
tics of SpokenEnglish" by P. B. Denes, 1963, The Jou17Ul1 of

$H .0003 null 1.000 heir the Acoustical Society of America, 35, 892-904.

*Derived from revised tables of frequency of occurrence of
grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences in a corpus of 17,310
words (Phoneme-Grapheme Correspondences as Cues to Spell-
ing Improvement by P. R. Hanna, J. S. Hanna, R. E. Hodges,
and E. H. Rudorf, 1966, Washington, DC: U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare). [The total number of (Manuscript received April 16, 1986;
graphemes in the word corpus was 108,419. revision accepted for publication October 3, 1986.)




